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<<NOTE TO USER: Please add details of the date, time, place and sponsorship of the meeting for which you are using this presentation in the space indicated.>>

<<NOTE TO USER: This is a large set of slides from which the presenter should select the most relevant ones to use in a specific presentation. These slides cover many facets of the problem. Present only those slides that apply most directly to the local situation in the region. It is very useful if you present regional/local examples of child labour and solutions and discuss local actions.>>
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After this presentation, trainees will be able:

- To understand how occupational risks can affect children’s health
- To develop preventive strategies for managing occupational risks that can potentially affect children’s health
- To provide advice to current and future parents about how to avoid and deal with occupational risks that can affect their children

After this presentation, you will be able to:
- Explain how children’s health can be harmed as a result of workplace exposures.
- Suggest several aspects of protecting children from occupational risks, namely:
  - parents’ reproductive health
  - prenatal health
  - children’s health
- Give advice to future and current parents on how to avoid work-related reproductive hazards and how protect their children from health risks arising from the workplace.
- Special emphasis will be put on the particular situation of child labour – as it requires different interventions.
EXPOSURE TO OCCUPATIONAL RISKS DURING THE PHASES OF CHILDREN’S DEVELOPMENT

- **Before birth** (before conception and during pregnancy) – parental exposures to mutagens and teratogens, neurotoxicants, psychological and mechanical risks

- **Infancy** – take-home exposure, home work

- **Childhood** – take-home exposure, home work, child labour

- **Adolescence** – home work, vocational training, apprenticeship, work

Most children do not work, however health risks from the workplace can affect their health and development in a number of ways.

Exposure of children to occupational risks can occur at any stage of their life: during reproductive age before conception; during early life before birth through parental exposure; in the situation of child labour (4 to 14 years old); or even when adolescents are early incorporated to the work force and exposed to the worse forms of child work (14 to 18 years old).

The exposure of future mothers and fathers to certain risks at the workplace can have a serious impact on the health of their unborn child. Occupational exposures before birth can occur before conception and during the whole period of pregnancy.

During the period of infancy, children can be also exposed to different hazards related to work. Parents could bring toxic hazards home through contaminated working clothes or shoes (the so-called "take-home exposures"), or they may expose their children to environmental hazards when they work at home. Activities such as work on home-made handcrafts or car mechanicals or those performed by the family in the rural areas (growing vegetables or taking care of animals) are usually undertaken with the participation of the whole family.

The most direct form of occupational exposure for children is child labour. Child labour which can damage health is prohibited by a special ILO international convention (see upcoming slides on child labour).

In many countries, adolescents from 14 years of age and on can be formally incorporated to the work force. They can still be exposed to risks at the workplace which can harm their health and development with life-long consequences, if they are not trained adequately or if they are working under the worse forms of child labour conditions.

Adolescents start learning working skills and preparing for their future working life at technical schools, universities and during apprenticeships. The educational institutions and trainers have the responsibility to be informed about the special hazards that threaten the health of young girls and boys and educate them to assure their healthy development and their becoming healthy and productive adults. Therefore it is important that together with the work skills that the adolescents are taught, they also learn about safety measures to adequately protect themselves from occupational risks.

There are strict limitations on the work adolescents are allowed to perform: the weight they can hold; the working hours and resting time they are entitled to; have to be respected and are different from those of adults. Adolescents should not be exposed to situations where attention has to be held for a long time; they can not drive heavy machines (e.g. tractors); nor be in contact with big animals (e.g. horses, cows). There is “tolerance zero” for adolescents to work in contact with dangerous chemicals.

We will now explore how occupational risks can affect the health of children during the different stages of their life.
Girls may start to be active in family tasks since very early in life and may undertake activities that demand the physiological and physical skills of an adult.

In rural areas, young girls and adolescents have a double role:
- They often help with the home activities (e.g., cleaning, cooking, washing, caring for smaller children and others).
- They may also work in the family farm, growing vegetables and raising small animals.

During reproductive age, women may be exposed to hazards that can affect the outcomes of pregnancy and the health of their offspring.
GENDER AND EXPOSURE TO OCCUPATIONAL RISKS

- **Boys** may be exposed to occupational risks since early in life, while helping the father during the weekends or while working as apprentices.

- Boys may be involved in hazardous work, such as repairing cars, recycling batteries, applying pesticides or scavenging.

- Young men may:
  - be exposed to toxic chemicals that can affect the quality of their sperm
  - bring home workplace toxicants and expose their family members (e.g. pregnant wife, small children)
Future parents can be exposed at their workplaces to many occupational health risks that can affect their ability to have children or the health of their future children.

Both men and women can be affected by reproductive occupational health risks.

- Exposures to some chemicals or to stressful conditions can cause both male and female workers to experience a decrease in their desire or ability to have sex. For example, chemicals which have depressant effects, such as certain solvents, may suppress the libido (sex drive).

- Occupational exposures can also cause menstrual problems, which may prevent ovulation from taking place. Stress, working on shifts, or exposure to certain organic solvents can disrupt the normal menstrual cycle, which in turn can affect fertility.

- Another possible effect of exposure to certain occupational hazards is their ability to cause direct damage to the germ cells (sperm and eggs). Radiation and certain chemicals can cause decreased fertility or even sterility. Occupational risks can reduce the number of sperm to a level below the minimal necessary for fertilization.

- Certain occupational hazards can cause mutations in genetic material that can be passed on to future generations. Such hazards are called mutagens. Genetic mutations can result in birth defects, stillbirth or miscarriage, depending on the type of damage caused.

References:
• Male and Female Reproductive Hazards in the Workplace. ILO (International Labour Organization). Available at actrav.itcilo.org/actrav-english/telelearn/osh/rep/prod.htm

A significantly elevated risk of childhood leukaemia and non-Hodgkin's lymphoma was found among children of men and women who were occupationally exposed to ionizing radiation before conception.

References:
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EXAMPLE

Pesticide exposure before or during pregnancy associated with increased risk of:

- Infertility
- Genotoxicity
- Perinatal death
- Spontaneous abortion
- Premature birth
- Fetal growth retardation
- Low birth weight
- Congenital malformations
- Early childhood cancer

Exposure of either mother or father to pesticides before conception, or exposure of the mother during pregnancy, has been associated with an increased risk of fetal death, spontaneous abortion and early childhood cancer. There is increasing evidence that in utero exposure increases the risk of growth retardation: a small-for-gestational age baby, low birth weight, reduced length and small head circumference (see photo). Significant increases in the risk of congenital anomalies have also been reported. These include: eye defects, limb reduction, urogenital defects, hypospadias, cryptorchidism, orofacial clefts, central nervous system defects and heart defects.

References:
Because important systems are still differentiating and growing, children have unique susceptibilities compared to adults — and critical time windows in those susceptibilities.

- Preconception
- Gestation
  - DES (diethylstilbestrol)
  - ionizing radiation
  - methylmercury, lead
- Postnatal
  - secondhand tobacco smoke
  - lead

There has been an explosion of knowledge about development in the past decade or so, and it is hard to remember that it was only about 50 years ago that the discovery was made that the fetus is vulnerable to exposures.

Now we know that other exposures during gestation can harm systems, and some are listed here. We also know that preconception exposure of either parent can cause harm to children, as well as postnatal exposures.

<<NOTES TO USER: It is important to point out the different responses to events shown on the bottom bar of the figure. Significant event during the embryonic phase will result in pregnancy loss (first 2 weeks) or major organ malformation. During the fetal stage, damage is more subtle and related to system dysfunction.>>
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Once fertilization has taken place, some harmful substances from the working environment can pass through the mother to the developing embryo or foetus. The foetus is at greatest risk during the first 14 to 60 days of the pregnancy when the major organs are being formed. However, depending on the type and amount of exposure, a foetus can be damaged at any time during pregnancy. For example, exposure to a particular hazard at one time in a pregnancy may result in organ damage and at another time in the pregnancy could cause death of the foetus and miscarriage.

Occupational hazards that prevent the normal development of a foetus are called teratogens. Teratogenic substances can pass from the blood of the mother to the blood of the foetus, across the placenta.

There are a number of chemicals, biological agents (such as bacteria and viruses), and physical agents (such as radiation) used in a variety of workplaces that are known to cause birth defects. Birth defects can include a wide range of physical abnormalities, such as bone or organ deformities, or behavioural and learning problems, such as a mental retardation. Exposures to some chemicals during pregnancy can lead to the development of cancer later in the life of the child. Such chemicals are called transgenerational carcinogens.

Exposure to occupational hazards during the second and the third trimester of a pregnancy can lead to slow foetal growth and result in low birth weight. Low birth weight is a serious risk factor for the health of the child and is one of the leading causes of under-five mortality rate in industrialized countries.

Work-related factors that cause stress, such as repetitive work, lack of breaks and constant demands on pregnant workers can be directly related to premature birth.

<<NOTES TO USER: please, note that there are individual modules on many of these agents.>>
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ABSTRACT: A prevalence survey of adverse reproductive outcomes was carried out in a population of 8867 persons (2951 men and 5916 women) who had been working in the floriculture industry in the Bogota area of Colombia for at least six months. These workers were exposed to 127 different types of pesticides. The prevalence rates for abortion, prematurity, stillbirths, and malformations were estimated for pregnancies occurring among the female workers and the wives of the male workers before and after they started working in floriculture, and these rates were related to various degrees of exposure. A moderate increase in the prevalence of abortion, prematurity, and congenital malformations was detected for pregnancies occurring after the start of work in floriculture.

Recent studies have supported an increased risk of childhood cancer especially for all lymphomas, in offspring of parents working as pesticide applicators, particularly if chemically-resistant gloves were not used. A national case-controlled study in Australia showed an excess of cases of mothers whose offspring developed Ewing’s sarcoma if the mother worked on a farm at conception or during pregnancy, and the risk doubled if she handled pesticides.

References:
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THE ROLE OF HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS

- Answering workers’ questions
  - Identifying hazards
  - Estimating patients’ exposure
  - Getting professional help, e.g. from occupational health experts

- Planning the pregnancy
  - Potential reproductive hazards
  - Planned conception
  - Preventing exposure

- Evaluating risks for mothers and fathers
  - High concern
  - Moderate concern
  - Low concern
  - No concern

- Make recommendations to employer and workers

Health care providers are frequently asked whether certain workplace risks pose a threat to the ability of men and women to have a healthy child. While the assessment of workplace risks is the primary responsibility of the employer, health care providers are responsible for advising patients and answering their health-related questions. When faced with concerns about the health effects of the workplace, the health care provider can consult an expert in occupational health. Such experts usually work in the occupational health services of the industries, or in the district public health centres.

Health care providers can also consult some of the manuals on occupational health developed for primary health care workers. For example the WHO Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean has developed a manual to assist health providers in the primary health care settings in addressing the occupational health concerns of their patients and helping them to solve their problems.

Planning pregnancy is often associated with considering many aspects, for example finances, age of other children, living arrangements etc. It is very important to also consider work issues when planning to have a child because exposure to harmful substances is often preventable. For example, men who want to be fathers should find out whether they are exposed to certain substances at their workplace that may affect their ability to have children or the health of their future child. Because sperm cells renovate every three months, it is usually enough to discontinue the exposure to reproductive hazards several months before the planned conception. However, this is not the case for future mothers. Women are born with the whole number of eggs which they will produce throughout their life and the damage to these eggs may be irreversible. However, most hazardous exposures before conception and during pregnancy can be avoided.

In evaluating patient risks it is important for the health care provider to consider both work-related and non work-related risks, for example age, lifestyle factors, and personal or family history of adverse outcomes. It is important to ask questions to evaluate historical and current occupational exposures. The health care provider can determine if there are any specific medical conditions or complications of pregnancy that might make a working pregnant mother unusually susceptible to any occupational health hazard. For instance, a patient with placenta previa or with threatened abortion should be advised to avoid lifting weights and prolonged standing. Also, a foetus that is already smaller for its gestational age would be at greater risk of further compromise by maternal exposure to developmental hazards.

Situations of high concern include overexposure or substantial exposure to a known or probable human reproductive toxicant (for which there is human evidence). A moderate concern situation would be an on-going, frequent exposure to a probable or possible human reproductive toxicant (for which there is animal evidence). Situations of low concern are usually infrequent, transient, low-level exposures to a possible reproductive toxicant. Finally, situations with extremely low exposures to a substance unlikely to be harmful to human reproductions are of no concern.

Reference:

Workplace practices may need to be modified or eliminated to control reproductive or development risk. Based on the results of the risk assessment the health care provider can advise the patient on the level of risk. Several options are available to protect workers who are considered to be at risk. In order of preference these are:

1) Reducing the level of exposure
2) Temporary transfer to a job assignment with reduced exposure to hazardous agents
3) Compensated and uncompensated leave
4) Quitting work

Reducing the level of exposure is always the preferred alternative to any situation. This approach does not single out reproductive hazards that may affect an individual worker or one sex more than the other and thus avoids discrimination. Moreover, the European Union’s law on health and safety at work stipulates that risk shall be avoided and that work shall be adapted to the individual.

Exposure to hazardous substances can be reduced through their replacement with less hazardous or non-hazardous substances, through ventilation, using safe work practices and finally through use of personal protective equipment. However, the use of personal protective equipment should be advised only as a last measure to control exposure. Moreover, such equipment, for example gas masks, may not be appropriate for pregnant women who have short breath. Measures to reduce exposure are usually developed by specialized occupational health services and/or by safety engineers in the enterprises. However, the health care provider should notify the employer and the respective occupational health service that the individual worker is being considered at high risk of reproductive health effects.

Temporary transfer or compensated and uncompensated leave depend on the legal practice in each country. In many industrialized countries these options are available upon advice from healthcare providers.

Finally, whether a worker decides to quit work is a personal option. It is important that a worker be aware of the other options available and of the consequences of his or her decision.

References:
• Drozdowsky. Workplace hazards to reproduction and development: a resource for workers, employers, health care providers, and health & safety personnel. Washington State Department of Labor and Industries. Olympia, 1999
**OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE DURING INFANCY**

- **Exposure through breast-milk**
  Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polybrominated biphenyls (PBBs), 
  DDT, organic solvents, lindane, methylene chloride, phthalates, 
  perchloroethylene, mercury and lead

- **Take-home exposure**
  Industrial chemicals, pesticides, fibres, metal dust or biological agents 
  brought home from a worksite by a parent (lead, cadmium, mercury, 
  fiberglass, asbestos, bacteria)

- **In-home exposure (hazards associated with work conducted by 
  parents in a home setting)**
  Kitchen-table assembly of radar detectors (lead), backyard work on car 
  batteries (lead, cadmium), home manufacture of methamphetamines 
  (volatile solvents, corrosive materials) and accidental poisoning from 
  chemicals stored at home (pesticides)

The most common work-related exposure during the first five years of the child would be indirect 
exposure to occupational health hazards due to the job performed by the father and mother and by the 
fact that he/she is growing up in a workplace (e.g. cottage industries) or is being taken to the fields. 

For the child that is being breastfed, some toxic chemicals concentrate in fat tissue once they are 
absorbed into the body. Since breast milk is rich in fats, a breast feeding infant can be exposed to 
these toxic chemicals. However, because breastfeeding has many benefits, a woman who is exposed 
to reproductive hazards at work should consult with her healthcare provider before deciding whether to 
stop breastfeeding. It is rarely necessary to stop.

Children and/ or other family members can be exposed to workplace chemicals if they are brought 
home on skin or working clothes. If laundry facilities are not provided at the enterprise, workers may 
bring their working clothes to wash at home. Such clothes can be contaminated with chemicals from 
the workplace and when washed together with the children’s clothes can expose children in the family 
to industrial and agrochemicals. Examples of such take-home exposures are lead, cadmium, mercury, 
fiberglass, asbestos, pesticides, bacteria, and others.

Parents who work at home can create many risks for their children. For example, kitchen-table 
assembly of radar detectors is associated with dipping wires in lead. Backyard work on cars and 
recycling of batteries can expose children in the family to a risk of lead poisoning. Clandestine home 
manufacture of methamphetamine, an illicit drug, can expose children to carcinogens, neurotoxins, 
solvents and corrosive materials. Therefore it is very important to have a medical evaluation of 
children who are being removed from such homes and placed in foster care.

References:
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**CHILD LABOUR**

- **Hazardous work**
  Any work which is likely to jeopardize children’s physical, mental or moral health, safety or morals should not be done by anyone under the age of 18.

- **Basic Minimum Age**
  The minimum age for work should not be below the age for finishing compulsory schooling, which is generally 15.

- **Light work**
  Children between the ages of 13 and 15 years old may do light work, as long as it does not threaten their health and safety, or hinder their education or vocational orientation and training.

**International standards:**
1. ILO Convention No. 138 on the Minimum Age for Admission to Employment and Work
2. ILO Convention No. 182 on the Worst Forms of Child Labour, 1999

<< NOTE TO USER: ADD LOCAL INFORMATION IF AVAILABLE >>

**References:**

**Picture:**
- *WHO*
This is a reminder to us from a child from South East Asia who has drawn child labor in various forms.
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**WORSE FORMS OF CHILD LABOUR:**

- Slavery, trafficking of children, forced labour, child soldiers
- Child prostitution, use of children in pornography
- Involving children in illicit activities, such as the production and trafficking of illicit drugs
- **Hazardous child labour** – work that, by its nature or the circumstances in which it is carried out, is likely to harm the health, safety and morals of children

_All these forms of child labour are prohibited by international law_
*(International Labour Organization Convention No. 182 ratified by 160 countries)*

Some legal facts about child labour:

The ILO Convention No. 182 from 1999, Concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Action for the Elimination of the Worst form of Child Labour, calls on ratifying states to take immediate and effective measures to prohibit and eliminate all worst forms of child labour (under the age of 18).

<<READ SLIDE>>

The ILO emphasizes that no country is immune to the problem of child labour.

Hazardous work under the age of 18 is the most widespread form (62%) of the worst forms of child labour. It is difficult to estimate the magnitude of this problem in the European Region, for instance, as a whole since the data are very scarce. However some figures suggest that it may be a problem across the Region. For example, of the 1.6 million children in Turkey who are economically active, 310,400 (19.4%) have experienced work accidents and other health problems related to work. In Ukraine 147,000 (42%) of the 350,000 economically active children work in hazardous conditions with heavy physical load, excessive concentration, eye strain, dust, fumes and noise. In Portugal between 43,000 and 82,000 children (4-7% of all children 5-14 years of age) are working and 2% of these suffered accidents or sickness related to their work. In Italy alone, about 17,000 work accidents are being registered annually where the victim is under 17 years of age.

 References:

- ILO Convention Concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Action for the Elimination of the Worst form of Child Labour. No. 182. ILO, 1999
HAZARDOUS CHILD LABOUR
(BELOW 18 YEARS OF AGE)

Most often in rural and informal sectors;
Varies according to countries:

- Agricultural production, farms
- Small and medium size factories, enterprises
- Cottage industries, family trade and business
- Services (domestic help, construction)
- Scavenging for recycling trade

While older children are in the fields or construction sites, the younger ones (even babies!) may play alongside…

The vast majority of working children are in the agricultural sector. A substantial number of children work in industry, services, small and medium size enterprises and the family business. The highest proportion of working children in the 5-15 age group work in the informal sector.

For example:

- Children involved in the matches and fireworks industry can be required to mix hot chemicals, make matchsticks and boxes and deal with powder. They are not only exposed to hazardous chemicals but also to the possibility of fire and explosions that might lead to intoxications, burns, injuries and death.
- Button-making requires them to autoclave, saw, press and punch bones, metal and plastic and pulverize, mix and mould different materials. They are exposed to unguarded machinery, dust, chemicals, noise, vibrations and a risk of fire or explosion. The health consequences can be varied: repetitive strain injuries, ocular fatigue, chemical poisoning and hearing impairments.
- Dock work involves, among others, trimming and stocking, which exposes children to heavy loads, heights, arduous work, heat and long hours of work. They can be injured from falls, burns, respiratory diseases, fatigue, physical stress and strain, thermal stress and musculoskeletal disorders.
- Many children assist their families in the market sector, by selling wood at a small stall or while walking through the surrounding streets.
- Children also may help parents with spraying and applying pesticides (to fields or cattle).

References:

The highest proportion of working children in the 5-15 age group work in the informal sector. For example:

- Children involved in the matches and fireworks industry can be required to mix hot chemicals, make matchsticks and boxes and deal with powder. They are exposed to hazardous chemicals and to the possibility of fire and explosions.

- Button-making requires them to autoclave, saw, press and punch bones, metal and plastic and pulverize, mix and mould different materials. They are exposed to unguarded machinery, dust, chemicals, noise, vibrations and a risk of fire or explosion.

- Dock work involves, among others, trimming and stocking, which exposes children to heavy loads, heights, arduous work, heat and long hours of work.

- Many children assist their families in the market sector, by selling wood at a small stall or while walking through the surrounding streets.

- Children help parents with spraying pesticides in agricultural activities or handling big animal or driving heavy machines.
Children are more vulnerable to occupational hazards than adults

Working children are more likely to be exposed and suffer damage from occupational hazards because of their immaturity, lack of neurological and physiological skills and less strength as well as biological differences with adults and lack of social power.

Children:
- may misjudge, ignore or take a risk that they can not manage.
- may be exposed, because of their smaller height, to vapours and gases heavier than air, particularly in cases of leakage and accidents.
- do not fit in personal protective equipment (gas masks, earplugs, gloves, goggles and others) designed for adults.

Working children may be exposed to the same hazards as working adults but are more likely to suffer damage because of their immaturity, lack of neuro-developmental skills and strength as well as biological and psychological differences.

For example, children have difficulties in judging the risks to which they are exposed and they may be more likely to take risks or to ignore them. Also, the smaller height of children makes them more vulnerable to exposure to vapours and gases which are heavier than air, particularly in cases of leakage and accidents.

Personal protective equipment, gas masks, earplugs, gloves, goggles etc. are developed for adults. They do not protect children.

The major hazards which can affect the health of working children are following:

<<READ SLIDE>>

Reference:
Working children can be exposed to the same hazards as working adults. However, in some cases children are more likely to be exposed to certain hazards than adults because of their physical and psychological differences. For example, children have difficulties in judging the risks to which they are exposed and they may be more likely to take risks or to ignore them. Also the smaller height of children makes them more vulnerable to exposure to vapours and gases which are heavier than air, particularly in cases of leakage and accidents.

Personal protective equipment: gas masks, earplugs, gloves, goggles and others, are developed for adults. They do not protect children.

The major hazards which can affect the health of working children are the following:

 Dependencies: Gas masks, earplugs, gloves, goggles and others, are developed for adults. They do not protect children.

References:
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• Courtesy of J. Pronczuk.
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HAZARDS FOR WORKING CHILDREN (2)

❖ Ergonomic
  ▪ Poorly designed workplaces, lifting, carrying or moving heavy loads, driving or using machinery too heavy for their size, repetitive movements and awkward working postures

❖ Physical
  ▪ Extreme temperatures, noise, Vibration and radiations

❖ Psychosocial risks
  ▪ Stress, monotonous work, lack of control or choice, insecurity, harassment or abuse (sexual or violence), shift work, long working hours, night work or work in isolation, underground work and work at heights

Some of these hazards have serious consequences for children’s health. The health effects of other hazards are not so clear. Whether occupational hazards will affect a child’s health depends on:
1. activity, duration and intensity of the exposure
2. workplace – not all workplaces in agriculture are hazardous for children’s health
3. working conditions – long hours, working in shifts, night work
4. individual health status of the child – malnourishment, anaemia, infectious and parasitic diseases may aggravate the effects of occupational hazards.

References:
  ABSTRACT: This article describes the prevalence of musculoskeletal pain in several anatomic sites in children and teens, and investigates, while adjusting for potential confounders, the association between musculoskeletal pain and back pain and the following: age, gender, sports practice, use of computer/video games/television, school attendance, intensity of involvement in household domestic activities, care of other children, care of sick/elderly family members, work activities, and workloads. We conducted a cross-sectional study interviewing 3,269 children aged 10-17 years in the low-income areas of Pelotas, Brazil. The prevalence of pain in the neck, knee, wrist or hands, and upper back exceeded 15%. Workers in manufacturing had a significantly increased risk for musculoskeletal pain (prevalence ratio [PR]=1.31) and for back pain (PR=1.69), while workers in domestic service had 17% more musculoskeletal pain and 23% more back pain than nonworkers. Awkward posture (PR=1.15) and heavy physical work (PR=1.07) were associated with musculoskeletal pain, while monotonous work (PR=1.34), awkward posture (PR=1.31), and noise (PR=1.25) were associated with back pain. CONCLUSIONS: Musculoskeletal pain is common among working children and teens. Knowledge of occupational risk factors can support actions to restructure work conditions to reduce or eliminate childhood exposure to hazardous conditions. Our results suggest that strategies to prevent musculoskeletal disorders in child workers should be developed.
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HEALTH EFFECTS OF HAZARDOUS CHILD LABOUR

- Injuries
  - Cuts, fractures
    - falling from trees when picking fruit,
      or riding horses
    - vehicles and machinery.
    - construction work and mining.
    - animal attacks
  - Burns and scalds
    - firewood used for cooking or open fires
  - Animal bites
    - poisonous bites and stings, dogs, cattle, insects
  - Drowning
    - in wells without protective barriers, fishing activities

- Osteo-articular
  - Pain, strain, contracture

These hazards have acute and chronic effects
The acute effects are acute poisonings and injuries and develop immediately after the exposure, while
the chronic effects need some time to develop.

Reference:
Children's occupational poisoning

Acute poisoning and/or chronic exposures

Cleaning solutions, volatile solvents and pesticides

Circumstances:
- Other
- Occupational
- Misuse
- Intentional
- Ambient
- Accidental

Age and exposure distribution (N=439)

Reference:

<<NOTE TO USER: ADD LOCAL INFORMATION IF AVAILABLE>>

Rural areas are recognized as some of the most important scenarios of child labour.
The magnitude of the situation is not completely known.
The amount of cases of occupational exposure to pesticides notified to Poison Control Centres or national vigilance systems points out that children are in a high risk.
Drawing on household survey data from 35 developing countries, a recent study has highlighted the trade-off between child labour and school attendance. 78 percent of all children between 7 and 14 years of age were attending school at the time of the surveys, while 25 percent of all children in this age group were in child labour. A regression analysis identified poverty as the most important determinant of low school attendance and high child labour rates. The education of the household head was also found to be an important factor in the decision between work and school for children, underscoring the intergenerational benefits of education. Many countries are still far from the Millennium Development Goal of universal primary education.

Reference:
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CHILD LABOUR AND SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
Work often interferes with children’s education.

Recent studies in 35 countries highlights child labour and school attendance:
- 78% of all children between 7 - 14 years old were attending school at the time of the surveys
- 25% percent of all children in this age group were involved in child labour

Poverty is the most important determinant of low school attendance and high child labour rates

The level of education at home is an important factor in the decision between favouring work or school for children

Drawing on household survey data from 35 developing countries, a recent study has highlighted the trade-off between child labour and school attendance. 78 percent of all children between 7 and 14 years of age were attending school at the time of the surveys, while 25 percent of all children in this age group were in child labour. A regression analysis identified poverty as the most important determinant of low school attendance and high child labour rates. The education of the household head was also found to be an important factor in the decision between work and school for children, underscoring the intergenerational benefits of education. Many countries are still far from the Millennium Development Goal of universal primary education.

Reference:
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HEALTH EFFECTS LATER IN LIFE
"Child origins of adult disease"

Chronic exposures may lead to:

- Early hearing loss (noise)
- Contact dermatitis (corrosive or irritant substances, cold, heat and humidity)
- Infectious and parasitic diseases
- Respiratory diseases (cotton, nitrous fumes, phosphorus and dust: silica, coal and asbestos)
- Neurological effects (lead, mercury and carbon monoxide)
- Anaemia (lead, benzene, malnutrition)
- Cancer (exposure to carcinogens)
- Mental disorders (working in isolation, child abuse, harassment)

In some cases, the health effects of child labour can develop during adult life, as is the case of cancer.

<<READ SLIDE>>

Radiological evidence of silicosis was found in children that had worked as agate grinders. A higher prevalence of tuberculosis among those children was also reported.
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How to make the diagnosis?

- Occupational history:
  - explore and register parents’ workplaces or activities
  - ask specifically about children’s occupations and responsibilities at home or work
  - explore about activities undertaken at technical schools or universities and during apprenticeships
  - talk with the child or adolescent on their working conditions their associated risks

- Biomonitoring: blood lead levels, pesticide exposure (biomarkers)

- End-organ effects of exposure: hepatic enzymes, audiometry

- Workplace risk assessment

In order to recognize the health effects of hazardous child labour it is necessary to take a thorough history (including occupational history) and to make a detailed physical examination. The effects of most occupational hazards are not easily detectable. Therefore purposefully ask questions about whether the child has been doing any kind of work, or whether the parents work, what they do, and where they carry out their work, can be important to determine whether occupational exposure may be an issue. Examples of potential job-related exposures in industrialized countries that can affect children are: (1) working with hazardous machines in agriculture; (2) scavenging in landfills; (3) using cleaning agents in nursing homes, restaurants, and schools; (4) applying pesticides in lawn care work, farm work, and when buildings are sprayed; (5) using isocyanates (pulmonary sensitizers) during auto body repair or roofing; (6) using benzene when pumping gas; (7) being exposed to lead from radiators in car repair or home renovation; (8) dealing with asbestos in auto brake repair, renovation/demolition of old buildings; (9) using solvents in T-shirt printing; (10) handling asthma-inducing wood dusts in shop and furniture making; (11) being exposed to welding fumes and to UV (eyes); (12) being exposed to tetanus and other biological hazards in farming (hypersensitivity pneumonitis), veterinary clinics, hospitals and nursing homes; (13) being exposed to noise in farming and factory work; (14) working in smoking areas of bars and restaurants – exposure to second-hand tobacco smoke.

In some cases, the hazardous substance can be measured in body fluids. A blood lead level is a very sensitive marker of recent and past exposure to lead. When the substance itself can not be measured, it might be possible to measure the effects of this substance on the end-organ, for example, to measure hepatocellular enzymes following solvent exposure. In cases of acute poisoning, it is important to save the original container for analysis if needed. In some cases, knowing the substance can be crucial for the therapy as there might be specific antidotes.
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When child labour is detected, the health professional has to:

- Communicate the situation to the authorities
- Talk with the parents and the adolescent/child about the sources of exposure and the dangers of child work.
- Treat of clinical symptoms
  - Identify and eliminate the source of exposure
  - Implement symptomatic treatment
  - Administre specific antidotes if required (Poison Control Centre)
  - Recommend rehabilitation (nutritional supplements, physiotherapy)

The best treatment is to eliminate the source of exposure. It should be borne in mind that the routes of exposure are different. There are dermal, oral, and inhalation exposures, and eliminating one route of exposure does not necessarily mean that the other possible routes are eliminated. For example, cleaning the air from exhaust gases may reduce exposure to lead through inhalation, but the soil may be still contaminated with lead, so children playing nearby can ingest lead from the contaminated dirt and from their hands.

Specific suggestions for medical treatment of the consequences of toxic exposures can be obtained from a poison control centre.
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Work is the source of subsistence.
It can be also a fulfilling joy for both adults and young people.
You can help this happen!

To end this presentation, I would like to remind you that work can and should have positive effects on physical, psychological and social well-being. It is possible to organize work in a way that will not harm our children and our future.

The experience from some countries and companies has shown that good health and safety measures at work lead to increased productivity, better health and quality of life. Good occupational health and safety also provides for long-term sustainability of companies and whole societies.
To end this presentation, a beautiful reminder to us from a child who has drawn a clean environment where children are happy and healthy.
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS AND DECLARATIONS

- The 1948 Universal Declaration on the Rights of the Child recognized the right of children to education and freedom from exploitation.
- The International Labour Organization’s Minimum Age Convention of 1973 (Convention 138) defines “child labour” as most work performed by children under the age of 15.
- The ILO Convention No. 182 from 1999 Concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Action for the Elimination of the Worst form of Child Labour calls on ratifying states to take immediate and effective measures to prohibit and eliminate all worst forms of child labour (under the age of 18).
- The end of child labour: Within reach. Global Report under the Follow-up to the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. ILO, 2006
POINTS FOR DISCUSSION

<<NOTE TO USER: Add points for discussion according to the needs of your audience.>>
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**DISCLAIMER**

- The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this publication do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the World Health Organization concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. Dotted lines on maps represent approximate border lines for which there may not yet be full agreement.

- The mention of specific companies or of certain manufacturers’ products does not imply that they are endorsed or recommended by the World Health Organization in preference to others of a similar nature that are not mentioned. Errors and omissions excepted, the names of proprietary products are distinguished by initial capital letters.

- The opinions and conclusions expressed do not necessarily represent the official position of the World Health Organization.

- This publication is being distributed without warranty of any kind, either express or implied. In no event shall the World Health Organization be liable for damages, including any general, special, incidental, or consequential damages, arising out of the use of this publication.

- The contents of this training module are based upon references available in the published literature as of its last update. Users are encouraged to search standard medical databases for updates in the science for issues of particular interest or sensitivity in their regions and areas of specific concern.

- If users of this training module should find it necessary to make any modifications (abridgement, addition or deletion) to the presentation, the adaptor shall be responsible for all modifications made. The World Health Organization disclaims all responsibility for adaptations made by others. All modifications shall be clearly distinguished from the original WHO material.